MORE ABOUT 18.096
PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICAL PRESENTATION

PROF. STEVEN L. KLEIMAN

Dear Undergraduate Researcher,

Would you like to turn your research report into a professional paper, and have it appear in the MIT Undergraduate Journal of Math (UJM)? Then sign up for 18.096 this spring.

Approved as a math CIM, 18.096 offers you the opportunity to acquire skill and experience in three areas important for your professional career: (1) preparing a paper for publication, (2) preparing and delivering math lectures, (3) writing reviews of math lectures.

You can complete your research, and fill in needed background. You will receive intensive individual instruction in editing and formatting to ready your paper for publication in the UJM. Pick up a copy of the current issue in 2-108, and see them all in the Science Library (QA.M679) or Archives (QA1.M585).

Your paper will serve as the basis for one 50-minute lecture. Preparing it, you’ll come to think anew about the essence of your research, and be led to improve the content of your paper. Your remaining lectures may continue the first, or may present another topic; the choice is yours.

Your lectures will be reviewed in writing by the others in the class both for technical content and delivery quality. Thus you’ll learn how well you did in making your points. Further, when you write reviews, you’ll reflect on how to improve your own lecturing.

Your lectures will also be reviewed by a trained professional, Lecturer Susan Ruff of MIT’s Program in Writing and Humanistic Studies. Further, your lectures will be video recorded, so that you can see yourself in action.

To learn more, email me or drop by my office.

Kleiman@math.MIT.edu
2-278

Date: Spring 2009.